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We present a scheme for tractable parametric representation of fuzzy set membership
functions based on the use of a recursive monotonic hierarchy that yields different polyno-
mial functions with different orders. Polynomials of the ﬁrst order were found to be simple
bivalent sets, while the second order polynomials represent the typical saw shape trian-
gles. Higher order polynomials present more diverse membership shapes. The approach
demonstrates an enhanced method to manage and ﬁt the proﬁle of membership functions
through the access to the polynomials order, the number and the multiplicity of anchor
points as wells as the uniformity and periodicity features used in the approach. These
parameters provide an interesting means to assist in ﬁtting a fuzzy controller according
to system requirements. Besides, the polynomial fuzzy sets have tractable characteristics
concerning the continuity and differentiability that depend on the order of the polynomi-
als. Higher order polynomials can be differentiated as many times as the order of the poly-
nomial less the multiplicity of the anchor points. An algorithmic optimization approach
using the steepest descent method is introduced for fuzzy controller tuning. It was shown
that the controller can be optimized to model a certain output within small number of iter-
ations and very small error margins. The mathematics generated by the approach is consis-
tent and can be simply generalized to standard applications. The recursive propagation was
noticed for its clarity and ease of calculations. Further, the degree of association between
the sets is not limited to the neighbors as in traditional applications; instead, it may extend
beyond.
Such approach can be useful in dynamic fuzzy sets for adaptive modeling in view of the
fact that the shape parameters can be easily altered to get different proﬁles while keeping
the math unchanged. Hypothetically, any shape of membership functions under the parti-
tion of unity constraint can be produced. The signiﬁcance of the mentioned characteristics
of such modeling can be observed in the ﬁeld of combinatorial and continuous parameter
optimization, automated tuning, optimal fuzzy control, fuzzy-neural control, membership
function ﬁtting, adaptive modeling, and many other ﬁelds that require customized as well
as standard fuzzy membership functions. Experimental work of different scenarios with
diverse fuzzy rules and polynomial sets has been conducted to verify and validate our
results.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Fuzzy Logic was initiated in 1965 [1–3], by Zadeh. It has emerged as a proﬁtable tool for the controlling and steering of
systems and complex industrial processes, household and entertainment electronics, as well as many other expert systems. All rights reserved.
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functions of the sets are determined and tuned by literate experts or through trial and error. Therefore, it is necessary to de-
sign FLCs so that the shape parameters of the membership functions can be controlled or optimized so as to represent human
comprehension effectively [4].
A number of approaches have been proposed for the development, tuning, and optimization of fuzzy models and their
membership functions. Many of these were based on the integration of neural networks with fuzzy logic [5,6] or hybrid neu-
ro-fuzzy clustering methods such as Fuzzy-ARTMAP [7] and ANFIS [8]. To improve the behavior of a fuzzy controller it is
worth the implementation of some optimization techniques such as genetic algorithm-based optimization methods [9–
14], multi-objective evolutionary algorithms [15,16], simulated annealing, [17,18], Tabu search [19,20,26], combinatorial
optimization of fuzzy partitioning [21], multivariable optimization of a fuzzy relational model-based controller [22] and
MembershipMap [29,31]. The mentioned combinatorial approaches emphasize the importance of membership tuning and
optimality. For instance, Chang and Wu [11], introduced a GA based tuning method for symmetric membership functions
in a fuzzy control system while Homaifar and McCormick [12], on the other side, examined the applicability of GA’s in
the simultaneous design of membership functions and rule sets for FLCs. They employed a GA procedure to determine only
the base lengths of triangular fuzzy sets and how to locate the peaks. In [14], Surmann applied the GA approach to optimize a
fuzzy rule based system for charging high-power NiCd batteries while learning of 2-tuples linguistic representation has been
addressed in [38]. Learning weighted linguistic fuzzy rules by using speciﬁcally-tailored hybrid estimation of distribution
algorithms was also used in [37,39].
In [17,23], Simulated Annealing algorithmwith an adaptation for continuous minimization by the simplex method is used
to tune fuzzy models where the height of fuzzy terms is considered as a tuneable parameter within the modeling process.
Denna et al. [19] presented an approach for automatic deﬁnition of the fuzzy rules based on Tabu Search algorithm. To deter-
mine the most appropriate rule base for the problem, they employed the reactive form of TS algorithm. Karaboga [20] de-
scribed a method for constructing the fuzzy rule base. In the method, using the TS algorithm, search of the solution is
based on the basis of the automatic learning of fuzzy rule table with the preselected membership functions. More general
algorithmic approaches include the PAFIO algorithm for model optimization [27].
In most of the mentioned studies either a predetermined classical membership functions were implemented with a lim-
ited parametric factors or proﬁle parameters were optimized over classical triangular-trapezoid shapes [30]. Unlike most
applications of fuzzy logic where all fuzzy sets have normalized heights of unity, in some application it was found that a
change in the shape, size, height of some fuzzy sets was effective in enhancing the performance [23]. This suggests that
the shape of fuzzy sets’ membership functions may be a generally useful aspect in tuning fuzzy sets. Fuzzy interpolative rea-
soning via scale and move transformations that can be preformed on the membership functions are proposed by Huang and
Shen [28]. In their work, the authors use direct transformations to classical membership functions through altering the
shape, size and location parameters to get a satisfactory output.
Piecewise membership functions concept is not relatively new, it has been put into practice in different research studies
[25]. However, parametric representation is not widespread [33]. Limited fuzzy set shapes have been proposed in the liter-
ature including the typical triangular and trapezoidal membership functions [30]. Few nonlinear functions were used for cer-
tain purposes such as the Gaussian and the Digital Gaussian functions [32] and BMF [34,35]. However, control systems were
found to be in favor of some membership functions slightly more than the others [23].
In this paper, we present a recursive formula that generates different parametric shapes of membership functions starting
from the basic singletons to nonlinear polynomial sets of higher orders in the form of piecewise segments deﬁned over the
universe of discourse of an input. The paper is organized as follows: the subsequent Section 2, the polynomial fuzzy sets
model is illustrated. Non-periodic polynomial sets are presented in Section 3. Later in Section 4, a proof of partition of unity
is carried out. The experimental work is held in Section 5 followed by the membership functions’ derivatives in Section 6 and
lastly the conclusions in Section 7.2. Polynomial fuzzy sets
In this section we demonstrate a scheme for representing fuzzy sets in a piecewise polynomial forms of the kth order
which describe the degree of association between the sets. A typical polynomial function is given by the formula:Xn
i¼0
aiui ð1ÞCall the universe of discourse of a real variable u and deﬁne a set of ascending order of anchor points T = {t0, t1, . . ., tn+k} over
the universe of discourse where ti can take any value of u. Any fuzzy set, say Fi, k, is then characterized by a piecewise mem-
bership function that follows a polynomial of the kth order such that the fuzzy set spreads over the interval [ti, ti+k], where
i 2 {0, 1,. . ., n} and n + 1 is the number of fuzzy sets included within the entire interval [t0, tn+k].
Under such notation we can present two classes of piecewise polynomial fuzzy sets:
 Uniform/Non-uniform.
 Periodic/Non-periodic.
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Assume for the time being that the ti’s are evenly spaced over the full range of discourse. As stated previously, a crisp bivalent
set Fi,1 will look like a step function tied to unity over some interval [ti, ti+1]. In this work, we call the number of intervals
covered by a set as the order of the polynomial of that set assuming that the segments of the membership function follow
Eq. (1). For instance, a fuzzy set of order ‘‘1”, named Fi,1, will be deﬁned over the interval [ti, ti+1]. Fig. 1 depicts the concept of
simple bivalent sets.
In formulas, the above can be stated as:Fi;1ðuÞ ¼
1 ti 6 u 6 tiþ1
0 otherwise

As each membership function spreads over a deﬁned interval, evenly spaced intervals will yield the ﬁrst case of Uniform
polynomial fuzzy sets. If we extend our breakdown to the second order polynomial sets Fi,2, we will get the typical triangular
shape as depicted in Fig. 2.
In formulas the sets Fi,2 in Fig. 2 can be formulated as:Fi;2ðuÞ ¼
ðutiÞ
tiþ1ti ti 6 u 6 tiþ1
ðtiþ2uÞ
tiþ2tiþ1 tiþ1 6 u 6 tiþ2
0 otherwise
8><
>:The same procedure can be carried out for any order-k polynomial. As can be inferred from the above simple discussion,
there should be (n + k + 1) anchor points starting from t0 to tn+k that must be speciﬁed to deﬁne the (n + 1) fuzzy sets, namely,
F0,k through Fn,k. The spacing and location of the anchor points will eventually result in different membership functions char-
acterized by different shapes, sizes and degree of association between each. Increasing the order of the polynomial fuzzy set
in the same manner can be represented as a recursive formula which calculates the segments of the membership functions
that are joined continuously at the anchor points within the set T. We propose the use of a recursive operation similar to that
used in ﬁnding Bpline basis functions in CAD applications to get the polynomials and their corresponding intervals [24]. The
recursive operation will then look like:Fi;kðuÞ ¼ ðu tiÞFi;k1ðuÞtiþk1  ti þ
ðtiþk  uÞFiþ1;k1ðuÞ
tiþk  tiþ1 ð2ÞWhere any ﬁrst order polynomial will basically represent a bivalent set:Fi;1ðuÞ ¼
1 ti 6 u 6 tiþ1
0 otherwise

Let us now examine the fuzzy sets generated by the above recursive formula for some properties. First we ﬁnd that Fi,k(u) i.e.,
a polynomial of order k, is one degree higher in u than Fi,k1(u) and Fi+1,k1(u). Thus, Fi,2(u) is a function of ﬁrst degree, because
Fi,1(u) is a constant, and Fi,3(u) has a degree of 2 for the same reason. Continuing the same reasoning shows that Fi,k(u) has the
degree of (k  1). Thus we can select the degree of the fuzzy set regardless of the number of fuzzy sets or anchor points by
specifying k to be greater than the desired degree by 1. This value of k is called the order of the polynomial fuzzy set.
A polynomial fuzzy set Fi,k (u) has a nonzero value only inside the ith anchor span [ti, ti+k]. Inside such interval, the mem-
bership functions may intersect and at any one time, the ‘‘truth value” that corresponds to a crisp input will almost always be
in some degree part of more than a single membership function. So, while loosing the degree of association in one or more
function, a crisp input will gain more association in others.
Consider the set Fi,1 which corresponds to an interval [ti, ti+1], if we substitute this Fi,1(u) in one of the two terms on the
right hand side of Eq. (2) we expect to get the nonzero fuzzy set Fi,2(u) or Fi1,2(u). That is, we obtain Fi,2(u) by substituting
Fi,1(u) in the ﬁrst term and Fi1,2(u) by substituting in the second term. Then we propagate the effects of Fi,2(u) and Fi1,2(u),
respectively, into the fuzzy sets of order 3 and so on until we reach the set of order k. This pattern of propagation is illus-
trated in Fig. 3.
We now need to determine the (n + k + 1) anchor values, namely, t0 to tn+k. There are basically two types of anchor
points: Periodic and Non-periodic. The periodic means that fuzzy sets will repeat themselves over successive intervals ofFig. 1. Bivalent sets, polynomials of the ﬁrst order, Fi,1.
Fig. 2. Triangular sets, polynomials of the second order, Fi,2.
Fig. 3. Propagation pattern of the sets.
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Contrary, the non-periodic will have the ﬁrst and last kfuzzy sets tied to t0 as well as tn+k as shown in Fig. 4. Fuzzy sets
can be uniform if similar intervals are used to span the crisp universe through the anchor points inside the set T. Be-
cause uniform anchor points can be considered a special case of the non-uniform anchor points, non-uniform sets are
basically the general form of the polynomial fuzzy sets. Fig. 4 presents uniform periodic, non-uniform and non-periodic
examples.
Now, consider the situation of three uniform fuzzy sets of the second order, that is, n = 2 and k = 2 which will result in ﬁve
anchor points as laid bare formerly. Then the fuzzy sets Fi,2 following Eq. (2) can be calculated as follows: since we assume
uniform anchor intervals, we expect to have identical fuzzy sets. The sets are also expected to be triangular in shape because
an order of 2 will yield straight lines. The ﬁve anchor points of the set T are {t0, . . ., t4}. Assume, for the sake of simplicity, that
the universe of discourse margins are limited by the interval [0,5], this will result in evenly spaced-by-1 anchors. Particu-
larly, t0 = 0, t1 = 1, . . ., t4 = 4.
Each of the three sets Fi,2, " i = 0, 1, 2 will be deﬁned over the interval [ti, ti+2] with a zero value otherwise:Fi;2ðuÞ ¼ ðu tiÞFi;1ðuÞtiþ1  ti þ
ðtiþ2  uÞFiþ1;1ðuÞ
tiþ2  tiþ1 ti 6 u 6 tiþ2Fig. 4. Different polynomial sets.
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duce to:Fi;2ðuÞ ¼
ðutiÞ
tiþ1ti ti 6 u 6 tiþ1
ðtiþ2uÞ
tiþ2tiþ1 tiþ1 6 u 6 tiþ2
0 otherwise
8><
>>:The result is simply triangular fuzzy sets, for instance, the membership function of the fuzzy set F2,2 is given by:F2;2ðuÞ ¼
ðut1Þ
t3t2 ¼ u 1 t2 6 u 6 t3 ) 2 6 u 6 3
ðt3uÞ
t4t3 ¼ 3 u t3 6 u 6 t4 ) 3 6 u 6 4
0 otherwise
8><
>:The above polynomial sets are shown in Fig. 2. Appendix A presents further example of a 3rd order non-uniform case.
3. Non-periodic polynomial fuzzy sets
In the previous section, periodic membership functions were considered. They can be either uniform incase of evenly
spaced set T, or non-uniform otherwise. Non-periodic curves may exist too, in such case, the ﬁrst and last sets will look dif-
ferent from the repetitive pattern as illustrated in Fig. 4. To get such sets, we tie the ﬁrst and last k values in the anchor vector
T to the same value, which can be put across as:ti ¼
t0 0 6 i < k
tikþ1 k 6 i 6 n
tnkþ2 n < i 6 nþ k
8><
>:For instance, if we have 6 polynomial fuzzy sets of the 3rd order. Intuitively, we could notice that for this example n = 5 and
k = 3 which corresponds to nine anchor points. In case of non-periodic polynomials, Twill look like {t0, t0, t0, t1, t2, t3, t4, t4, t4}
for this particular example. Essentially, the ﬁrst and last three anchors are tied to the same value. If a non-uniform case is
considered, unevenly spaced values can be possibly used inside T, yet, the tie condition should hold for the ﬁrst and last an-
chor points.
Now that we know the set of anchor points, we can expand the fuzzy sets that consist of six non-periodic uniform mem-
bership functions of the 3rd order in a polynomial form. For straightforwardness, let the marginal limits of the universe of
discourse be [0,4], the uniform set of anchor points will then look like T = {0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 4}. As Eq. (2) is used to prop-
agate the fuzzy sets down to the 3rd order polynomial, we ﬁrst need Fi,1. Apparently, the ﬁrst order sets are either 0 or 1
according to their corresponding intervals determined by i. Fi,1 is provided in the preceding section.
Due to the tie condition, F0,1(u) and F1,1(u) have a value of one only when u = 0, therefore, they are ignored. Similarly, we
ignore F6,1(u) and F7,1(u) for the same reason. Now we obtain the second order nontrivial fuzzy sets from Eq. (2):F1;2ðuÞ ¼ ðu t1ÞF1;1t2  t1 þ
ðt3  uÞF2;1
t3  t2 ¼ ð1 uÞF2;1
F2;2ðuÞ ¼ ðu t2ÞF2;1t3  t2 þ
ðt4  uÞF3;1
t4  t3 ¼ uF2;1 þ ð2 uÞF3;1
F3;2ðuÞ ¼ ðu t3ÞF3;1t4  t3 þ
ðt5  uÞF4;1
t5  t4 ¼ ðu 1ÞF3;1 þ ð3 uÞF4;1
F4;2ðuÞ ¼ ðu t4ÞF4;1t5  t4 þ
ðt6  uÞF5;1
t6  t5 ¼ ðu 2ÞF4;1 þ ð4 uÞF5;1
F5;2ðuÞ ¼ ðu t5ÞF5;1t6  t5 þ
ðt7  uÞF6;1
t7  t6 ¼ ðu 3ÞF5;1Recall that Fi,1 represents the bivalent sets, hence, any polynomial set, say F4,2, can be broken down to its constituents of or-
der ‘‘1”, speciﬁcally, F4,1 and F5,1 in this case where F4,1 has a value of 1 over the interval [t4, t5] while F5,1 tied to one over the
interval [t5, t6] which obliges that F4,2 has a nonzero value in the region [t4, t6]. Now we continue the propagation following
the recursive formula to get F0,3:F0;3ðuÞ ¼ ðu t0ÞF0;2t2  t0 þ
ðt3  uÞF1;2
t3  t1 ¼ ð1 uÞF1;2 ¼ ð1 uÞ
2F2;1The polynomial set F0,3 is deﬁned over the interval [t0, t3] which in numbers corresponds to [0,1] while F1,3 is deﬁned over the
interval [t1, t4] because this polynomial will have the constituents F2,1 and F3,1 those have a unit value over [t2, t3] and [t3, t4],
respectively. Particularly, this corresponds to the interval [0,2]:
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ðt4  uÞF2;2
t4  t2 ¼ uF1;2 þ
2 u
2
¼ F2;2 ¼ uð1 uÞ þ ð2 uÞu2
 
F2;1 þ ð2 uÞ
2
2
F3;1Similarly, the span of F2,3 will spread over the interval [t2, t5], that is [0,3]:F2;3ðuÞ ¼ ðu t2ÞF2;2t4  t2 þ
ðt5  uÞF3;2
t5  t3 ¼
u
2
F2;2 þ 3 u2 ¼ F3;2 ¼
u2
2
F2;1 þ uð2 uÞ2 þ
ð3 uÞðu 1Þ
2
 
F3;1 þ ð3 uÞ
2
2
F4;1Similar analysis is performed for the remaining fuzzy sets. Fig. 5 presents the resulting sets for this case:F3;3ðuÞ ¼ ðu t3ÞF3;2t5  t3 þ
ðt6  uÞF4;2
t6  t4 ¼
u 1
2
F3;2 þ 4 u2 F4;2
¼ ðu 1Þ
2
2
F3;1 þ ðu 1Þð3 uÞ2 þ
ð4 uÞðu 2Þ
2
 
F4;1 þ ð4 uÞ
2
2
F5;1
F4;3ðuÞ ¼ ðu t4ÞF4;2t6  t4 þ
ðt7  uÞF5;2
t7  t5 ¼
u 2
2
F4;2 þ ð4 uÞF5;2
¼ ðu 2Þ
2
2
F4;1 þ ðu 2Þð4 uÞ2 þ
ð4 uÞðu 3Þ
2
 
F5;1
F5;3ðuÞ ¼ ðu t5ÞF5;2t7  t5 þ
ðt8  uÞF6;2
t8  t6 ¼ ðu 3ÞF5;2 ¼ ðu 3Þ
2F5;14. Fuzzy sets partition of unity
In some circumstances, according to the semantics of the fuzzy sets relevant for a given application (see [36]), one may
wish to guarantee that the degree of association of all the intersecting sets within any interval [ti, ti+1] add up to unity. We
now prove that this is the case with polynomial membership functions.
Proof. Evidently, for any interval [ti, ti+1] " i = 0, . . ., n there are k overlapping sets, namely: Fik+1,k, Fik+2,k, . . ., Fi,k. Fig. 6
depicts the scheme. We must check the following:Xk
j¼1
Fikþj;kðuÞ ¼ 1 ð3Þwhere u 2 [ti, ti+1].
Let us compute the left-hand side of (3) using the recursive representation in (2):Xk
j¼1
Fikþj;kðuÞ ¼ Fikþ1;kðuÞ þ Fikþ2;kðuÞ þ Fikþ3;kðuÞ þ    þ Fi;kðuÞ
¼ ðu tikþ1ÞFikþ1;k1ðuÞ
ti  tikþ1 þ
ðtiþ1  uÞFikþ2;k1ðuÞ
tiþ1  tikþ2
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{Fikþ1;k
þðu tikþ2ÞFikþ2;k1ðuÞ
tiþ1  tikþ2 þ
ðtiþk  uÞFikþ3;k1ðuÞ
tiþ2  tikþ3
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{Fikþ2;k
þ Fikþ3;kðuÞ þ    þ Fi;kðuÞ
From the above expression we could simply verify that the intermediate terms between every two pairs of consecutiveF’s
will reduce to a beneath level in terms of the order k. As a result the above will reduce to:ðu tikþ1ÞFikþ1;k1ðuÞ
ti  tikþ1 þ Fikþ2;k1ðuÞ þ Fikþ3;k1ðuÞ þ    þ Fi;k1ðuÞ þ
ðtiþk  uÞFiþ1;k1ðuÞ
tiþk  tiþ1Note further that Fik+1,k1(u) and Fi+1,k1(u) have nonzero values only in the intervals [tik+1, ti] and [ti+1,ti+k], respectively,
which obliges that the ﬁrst and last terms in the above expression are essentially zeros. Now that the above expression is
reduced to a new series of membership functions of order k  1 within the same interval [ti, ti+1], a similar procedure canFig. 5. Fi,3 polynomial sets.
Fig. 6. Piecewise pattern.
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of aggregation of the terms accordingly.Xk
j¼1
Fikþj;kðuÞ ¼ Fikþ3;k2 þ Fikþ4;k2    þ Fi;k2
¼ Fikþ4;k3 þ Fikþ5;k3    þ Fi;k3
..
.
¼ Fi1;2 þ Fi;2
¼ Fi;1 Where by deﬁnition Fi,1 is tied to unity for any interval [ti, ti+1], i = 0, . . ., n. As a matter of fact, the above aggregation corre-
sponds to moving in a backward direction through the propagated tree in Fig. 3.
5. Experimental work
In the following we present different experiments that include different polynomial fuzzy sets with different orders. The
detailed description of the sets is presented in Appendix B. The ﬁrst experiment considers a single input/output model with
simple fuzzy rules of the class {IF u is Fi,k THEN y is yi} where yi is a fuzzy singleton output. Our universe of discourse is de-
ﬁned over the interval [0,10]. Five fuzzy sets were considered along with ﬁve fuzzy rules. Using the center average defuzz-
iﬁer, the crisp value of the output will look like:y ¼
Pn
i¼0yiFi;kðuÞPn
i¼0Fi;kðuÞ
ð4ÞWhere the denominator for a speciﬁc value of u will add up to unity, thus:y ¼
Xn
i¼0
yiFi;kðuÞ ð5ÞNote that Eq. (4) is similar to the Non-Uniform Rational Bspline (NURBS) characteristic equation, where k is the order of the
polynomial sets. Fig. 7a–c presents the propagated fuzzy sets of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th orders, respectively. The output single-
tons used in the experiment are: 0.25, 0.75, 0.2, 1, 0.5. Fig. 7d presents the output of the three cases.
The next experiment considers two inputs {u1, u2} with a crisp universe bounded by [0,10] for both. The two inputs are
fuzziﬁed using ﬁve membership functions with different orders. The rules used are of the following form:
Ri,j: IF u1 is F
1
i;k and u2 is F
2
j;k THEN y is yi,j " i,j = {0, . . ., n}
Using the center average defuzziﬁer the outputy can be represented as:y ¼
Pn
i¼0
Pn
j¼0yi;jF
1
i:jðu1ÞF2i;jðu2ÞPn
i¼0
Pn
j¼0F
1
i:jðu1ÞF2i;jðu2Þ
¼
Xn
i¼0
Xn
j¼0
yi;jF
1
i:jðu1ÞF2i;jðu2Þ ð6ÞEq. (6) corresponds to NURBS surface. The above equation can be extended easily for multiple inputs {u1, u2, . . ., um}. Denote
by FjiðujÞ:kðujÞ the set of fuzzy membership functions of order k of the input uj where i(uj) = 1, . . ., n, j = 1,. . .,m and
yiðu1Þ;iðu2Þ; ...; iðumÞis the related output singletons. The general setup of the rules to be used is of the following type:
IF u1 is F
1
iðu1Þ:kðu1Þ and u2 is F
2
iðu2Þkðu2Þ and . . . and uj is F
j
iðujÞkðujÞ and . . . um isFmiðumÞ:kðumÞ THEN y is yiðu1Þ;iðu2Þ;...;iðumÞ
iðujÞ ¼ 1; . . . ; n; 8j ¼ 1; . . . ;m
00.2
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1
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a) Second order polynomial fuzzy sets, Fi,2. (b) Third order polynomial fuzzy sets, Fi,3. 
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Fig. 7. Fuzzy polynomial sets.
1088 D.M. Dalalah / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1081–1096Using similar approach to the two inputs case, we get the following:y ¼
Pn
iðu1Þ¼0
Pn
iðu2Þ¼0 . . .
Pn
iðumÞ¼0yiðu1Þ;iðu2Þ;...;iðumÞF
1
iðu1Þ:kðu1ÞF
2
iðu2Þ;kðu2Þ . . . F
m
iðumÞ;kðumÞPn
iðu1Þ¼0
Pn
iðu2Þ¼0 . . .
Pn
iðumÞ¼0F
1
iðu1Þ:kðu1ÞF
2
iðu2Þ;kðu2Þ . . . FmiðumÞ;kðumÞ
¼
Xn
iðu1Þ¼0
Xn
iðu2Þ¼0
. . .
Xn
iðumÞ
yiðu1Þ;iðu2Þ;...;iðumÞF
1
iðu1Þ:kðu1ÞF
2
iðu2Þ;kðu2Þ . . . F
m
iðumÞ;kðumÞ
¼
Xn
iðu1Þ¼0
Xn
iðu2Þ¼0
. . . :
Xn
iðumÞ
yiðu1Þ;iðu2Þ;...;iðumÞ
Ym
j¼1
FjiðujÞ:kðujÞ ð7ÞFor example, a crisp universe of ﬁve polynomial fuzzy sets and two input system will need 25 output singletons as stated by
the fuzzy rules above. The matrix of output singletons used in our experiment is given below:yiðu1Þ;iðu2Þ ¼
0:25 0:8 0:2 0:3 0:5
0:5 0:6 0:4 0:4 0:6
0:7 0:5 0:6 0:5 0:1
0:8 0:3 0:8 0:5 0:2
1 0:1 1 0:3 0
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCAFig. 8. Second order system output.
D.M. Dalalah / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1081–1096 1089The second order output y of such system is shown in Fig. 8. Note that the surfaces consist of hyper-planes joined together at
the anchor points of the input. Figs. 9 and 10 present the output of the 3rd and 4th order.
Next, we consider the output of a 2-input fuzzy model in which both the input and output are fuzziﬁed by means of poly-
nomials of the same order. The centroid defuzziﬁcation method is used to foresee the output. First, classical fuzzy sets (sec-
ond order polynomials) are used for both the input and output. The resulting output surface is shown in Fig. 11. The 3rd and
4th order sets’ outputs are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. Noticeably, the higher the order of the polynomial the
smoother the surfaces. Polynomial sets have the advantage of continuity in the output as compared to traditional triangular
and trapezoidal sets.
The perspective piecewise polynomial fuzzy sets demonstrates interesting characteristics. The output surfaces are ob-
served to be smooth, continuous and presentable in strict formulas which can be helpful in the defuzziﬁcation process.
The ability to modify the order of the polynomials can help to best ﬁt the functions to some data according to some algo-
rithmic or combinatorial optimization procedures [9–21]. The location of the anchor points, the uniformity and periodicity
of the sets all can affect the shape size and location of the membership functions used. For these reasons, polynomial sets can
be a remarkable candidate for ﬁtting the membership functions according to the system needs. Compared to Gaussian mem-
bership functions, the polynomial fuzzy sets can be another contestant for similar applications such as fuzzy neural control.
The conception of multiple anchor points in non-uniform polynomials is important. Multiples of similar values of anchor
points can be used within the set T. This multiplicity allows further control on the shape and location of the membership
function. Multiplicity in anchors will also reduce the number of apparent intervals on which a function is nonzero.
5.1. Fuzzy controller optimization
It was shown that the general rules setup mentioned above will result in an output given in (7) which simply represents
m-dimensional Non-Uniform Rational Bspline that is uniquely determined by its knots yiðujÞwhere the knots are basically theFig. 9. Third order system output.
Fig. 10. Fourth order system output.
Fig. 11. Second order output.
Fig. 12. Third order output.
1090 D.M. Dalalah / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1081–1096output singletons. Such controller can be optimized via learning to approximate a certain input–output relationships. The
values of the output singletons (i.e., the knots) can be optimized to get an approximation of some data, model, or process.
For instance if we were to minimize the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between a reference data and the observed output of
our fuzzy controller we can adjust the singletons algorithmically to minimize such error. To illustrate, assume we have
a set of the pair (yt,y) where yt is the training data and y is the controller output given in (7). The MSE is formulated as
follows:MSE ¼ 1
2
ðyt  yÞ2 ð8ÞHence, the optimization problem that corresponds to minimizing the error is:Min
1
2
ðyt  yÞ2 ð9ÞThe objective function in (9) is a concave function with respect to the knots yiðujÞ and the resulting gradient vector with re-
spect to any knot i is given by:rMSEi ¼ ðyt  yÞ @@yiðu1Þ
;ðyt  yÞ
@
@yiðu2Þ
; . . . ;ðyt  yÞ
@
@yiðumÞ
" #
ð10Þ
Fig. 13. Fourth order output.
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@yiðujÞ
¼Qmj¼1FjiðujÞ:kðujÞ. The Hessian matrix of the MSE function is a diagonal matrix with its diagonal equal to the
constant
Qm
j¼1F
j
iðujÞ:kðujÞ, hence, all the principal minors of such matrix are positive meaning that the MSE is a strictly convex
function with a global minimum point. This point can be reached by applying the steepest descent method, that is,
DyiðujÞ  drMSEi, where d is a small step size. Starting from some knot yiðujÞ, the new knot can be found as follows:Table 1
Initial a
Initial y
2nd ord
3rd ord
4th ordyiðujÞnew ¼ yiðujÞold þ dðyt  yÞ
@
@yiðujÞ
¼ yiðujÞold þ dðyt  yÞ
Ym
j¼1
FjiðujÞ:kðujÞ; 8i ¼ 1; . . . ;n ð11ÞNow, the optimal knots of the controller can be found iteratively following (12), therefore, the fuzzy controller can be trained
to approximate the training data accordingly. For instance, consider the function f(x) = 0.08x3  1.2x2 + 4.5x, if we were to
train a fuzzy controller to approximate this function within the interval [0,10] using ﬁve fuzzy sets of the order k, we can
ﬁnd the optimal knots by minimizing the error in an iterative manner. In this example, we have one input, i.e., m = 1 and
5 singletons to be optimized as follows:yiðu1Þnew ¼ yiðu1Þold þ dðyt  yÞF1iðu1Þ:kðu1Þ; 8i ¼ 1; . . . ;5
Consider a second order fuzzy controller with starting output singletons of yiðu1Þ ¼ f0:25; 0:75; 0:2; 1; 0:5g. The error was
optimized according to the above equation. After small number of iterations, the singletons (knots) were updated to reach
optimality as shown in Table 1.
The same procedure was applied for a third and fourth order fuzzy controller. Fig. 14 presents the function f(x) and its
approximation using different fuzzy controllers of different orders. It was observed that the higher the order, the smoother
the resulting curves, hence, the 4th order approximates the function with minimal error. The coarser the function to be
approximated, the more membership functions needed. Fig. 15 presents the resulting intermediate output proﬁle and shows
the convergence to the reference function within a limited number of iterations. Similarly, the same procedure can be used to
train fuzzy controllers to model different functions or processes with multiple inputs. For example, consider the function f(x,
y) = sin(0.5x)  sin(0.5y) within the interval [0,10] for both x and y. If the two inputs were fuzziﬁed using ﬁve membership
functions of the 4th order, we will need to optimize 25 knots using the same learning technique above. Starting from all-zero
output singletons, 125 iterations were enough to reach the optimality neighborhood with an error less than 0.002. Fig. 16a
presents a plot of the function f(x,y) while the estimate resulting from the fuzzy controller is shown in Fig. 16b. The ﬁgure
demonstrates how close the results to the reference function.nd optimal knots for 2nd, 3rd and 4th order fuzzy controller.
i y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 Iterations
0.25 0.75 0.2 1 0.5
er controller 0.00156 4.97351 2.48567 0.00623 4.97196 98
er controller 0.00001 6.50295 2.49629 1.49844 4.99999 207
er controller 0.00000 7.5293 2.37852 2.39443 5.00000 293
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Fig. 15. Optimization steps of a 4th order fuzzy controller and optimal knots.
Fig. 16. f(x,y) versus controller output.
1092 D.M. Dalalah / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1081–1096In general, the steepest descent method will show large steps toward the optimal values at the very beginning; however,
these steps will tend to be smaller as the solution approaches the optimality neighborhood. The steepest descent method can
guarantee convergence when small step sizes are used. Fig. 17 presents the error versus the optimization steps of the men-
tioned example. The algorithmic training process was observed to be fast, straight forward, simple to implement and can be
applied for the cases of supervised and possibly unsupervised learning.
6. Derivatives and distance measures of polynomial membership functions
All derivatives of Fi,k(u) exist in the interior of an interval [ti, ti+1] where within this interval the membership functions are
all continuous polynomials. However, at an anchor point, Fi,k(u) is ‘‘k m” times continuously differentiable, where m is the
multiplicity of an anchor point, i.e., the number of times an anchor point appear within the set T. Hence, increasing the order
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Fig. 17. Error versus the optimization steps for a 4th order fuzzy controller.
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computed as follows:F 0i;kðuÞ ¼
k
tiþk  ti Fi;k1ðuÞ 
k
tiþkþ1  tiþ1 Fiþ1;k1ðuÞ ð12ÞA repeated differentiation will produce the general formula:FðdÞi;k ðuÞ ¼ k
Fðd1Þi;k1 ðuÞ
uiþk  uk 
Fðd1Þiþ1;k1ðuÞ
uiþkþ1  uiþ1
" #
ð13ÞDifferent recursive formulation of the derivatives can be simply propagated which leads to the same result above, such as:FðdÞi;k ðuÞ ¼
k
k d
u ti
tiþk  ti F
ðdÞ
iþ1;k1ðuÞ 
tiþkþ1  u
tiþkþ1  tiþ1 F
ðdÞ
iþ1;k1ðuÞ
 
ð14ÞThe above gives the dth derivative of Fi,k(u) in terms of dth derivative of Fi,k1 and Fi+1,k1. Differentiation and continuity of
the membership functions is important aspect since it may be helpful in different combinatorial fuzzy applications, partic-
ularly Simulated Annealing, Tabu search, Genetic Algorithms and Ant colony search.
The presented group of polynomial fuzzy sets can be easily integrated with different distance measures due to their sim-
ple closed form structure. For instance the Minkowski distance measure can be implemented to assess the distance between
any two polynomial fuzzy sets Fi,k and Fj,k of the same order as follows:dðFi;k; Fj;kÞ ¼
Xk
r¼0
jtiþr  tjþr jk
 !1=k
ð15ÞSimilarly the Hamming distance between the same fuzzy sets above is given as:dðFi;k; Fj;kÞ ¼
Xk
r¼0
jFi;kðtiþrÞ  Fj;kðtjþrÞj ð16Þ7. Conclusions
In this paper, a piecewise parametric polynomial approach is proposed to model fuzzy sets using recursive formulation.
Membership functions were modeled as polynomials over ﬁnite intervals spanned between predetermined anchor points.
The polynomials can have any order, the higher the order, the more degree of continuity is achieved. Polynomials of the ﬁrst
order were found to be simple bivalent sets, while the second order polynomials represent the typical saw shape triangles.
Higher order polynomials present more diverse membership shapes. The approach demonstrates an improved controllability
to manage and ﬁt the proﬁle of membership functions through the access to the polynomial order, the number and the mul-
tiplicity of anchor points as well as the uniformity and periodicity features. Such parameters provide an interesting conse-
quence on the shape, the location and the size of the functions. They can provide a good tool to best ﬁt the membership
functions according system requirements. The polynomial fuzzy sets have tractable characteristics concerning the continu-
ity. A membership function of an order k is k times differentiable, while it is k  1 differentiable at the anchor points if no
multiplicity in the anchors exists. An algorithmic optimization approach using the steepest descent method was introduced
for fuzzy controller tuning. It was shown that the controller can be optimized to model a certain output within small number
of iterations and very small error margins.
The concept of polynomial fuzzy sets provides a prosperous environment over standard fuzzy sets. The mathematics
generated by the approach is consistent and can be simply generalized to standard applications. The recursive propaga-
tion was noticed for its clarity and ease of calculations. The periodic nature of such formulation makes it simple to
match the mathematics of the approach to systems needs. The membership functions can advance from simple single-
1094 D.M. Dalalah / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1081–1096tons to smooth fuzziness according to the order of the polynomial while reserving the continuity and differentiability.
Further, the degree of association between the sets is not limited to the neighbors as in traditional applications; in fact
it may extend beyond.
Such approach can be helpful in dynamic fuzzy sets for adaptive modeling since the shape parameters can be easily al-
tered to get different proﬁles while keeping the math unchanged. Hypothetically, any shape of membership functions under
the partition of unity constraint can be produced. The signiﬁcance of the mentioned characteristics of such modeling can be
observed in the ﬁelds of optimal fuzzy control, fuzzy neural control, function ﬁtting, adaptive modeling and many other
ﬁelds that require customized as well as standard fuzzy membership functions.
Appendix A.
Non-uniform, Non-periodic third order polynomials, T = {0, 0, 0, 2, 4, 10, 10, 10}F0;3 ¼ 14 ð2 uÞ
2F21
F1;3 ¼ u 38u
2
 
F21 þ 2 uþ 18u
2
 
F3;1
F2;3 ¼ 18u
2F2;1 þ 54u
3
16
u2  5
4
 
F31 þ 2512
5
12
uþ 1
48
u2
 
F4;1
F3;3 ¼ 116u
2  1
4
uþ 1
4
 
F31 þ 2336u
7
144
u2  55
36
 
F4;1
F4;3 ¼ 136 ðu 4Þ
2F41Fig. A.1 depicts the above polynomial fuzzy sets:
Appendix B.
Second order polynomials, T = {0, 0, 2.5, 5, 7. 5, 10, 10}F0;1 ¼ 0:4ð2:5 uÞF11
F1;1 ¼ 0:4uF11 þ 0:4ð5 uÞF21
F2;1 ¼ 0:4ðu 2:5ÞF21 þ 0:4ð7:5 uÞF31
F3;1 ¼ 0:4ðu 5ÞF31 þ 0:4ð10 uÞF41
F4;1 ¼ 0:4ðu 7:5ÞF41Third order polynomials, T = {0, 0, 0, 10/3, 20/3, 10, 10, 10}F0;3 ¼ 9100
10
3
 u
 2
F21
F1;3 ¼ 35u
27
200
u2
 
F21 þ 2 35uþ
9
200
u2
 
F3;1
F2;3 ¼ 9200u
2F2;1 þ 910u
9
100
u2  3
2
 
F31 þ 92
9
10
uþ 9
200
u2
 
F4;1
F3;3 ¼ 9200u
2  3
10
uþ 1
2
u
 
F31 þ 2110u
27
200
u2  15
2
 
F4;1
F4;3 ¼ 9100 u
20
3
 2
F410
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Fig. A.1. Non-uniform, non-periodic third order polynomial fuzzy sets.
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3F31
F1;4 ¼ 35u
9
50
u2 þ 7
500
u3
 
F31 þ 2 35uþ
3
50
u2  1
500
u3
 
F4;1
F2;4 ¼ 350u
2  1
125
u3
 
F31 þ 65u
9
50
u2 þ 1
125
u3  2
 
F4;1
F3;4 ¼ 1500u
3
 
F31 þ 625u
2  7
500
u3  6
5
uþ 2
 
F4;1
F4;4 ¼ 1125 ðu 5Þ
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